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Distance-transitive Graphs of Type q . Kq,q and Projective Planes
IRENE V. CHUVAEVA AND DMITRII V. PASECHNIK
We show that distance-transitive q-fold antipodal coverings of the complete bipartite graph
Kq•q are in one-to-one correspondence with non-isotopic q-element semifields possessing an
antiautomorphism and axis-transitive autotopism group . This allows us to obtain a new infinite
class of such graphs from twisted fields of Albert. R. Liebler recently proved in [11] that other
examples associated with proper semifields do not exist.
1. INTRODUCfION
Let r be a finite, connected graph with the vertex set vr and the edge set El'. We
denote by <5(x, y) the usual distance between x, y E vr and by Ii(x) the set of all
vertices of r at distance i from x. For vertices x, y E vr, <5(x, y) = i let us write
c,= IIi-l(X) n ll(y)l, b, = IIi+l(X) n ll(y)l. The diameter d of r is the maximal
distance occurring in r. If for each 0:0::; i :0::; d the numbers c., b, do not depend on the
particular choice of a pair of vertices at distance i, then r is said to be distance-regular.
The following set of invariants of a distance-regular graph r is called the intersection
array of T:
For a graph r, let Ii denote the graph with the same vertices as r, where two vertices
are adjacent when they are at distance i in r. A distance-regular graph r is called
bipartite if I; is disconnected and is called antipodal if I:J is disconnected. The
collection of sets {{x} U I:J(x): x E Vr} for an antipodal graph r forms a partition of
vr, which is called the antipodal block system of r. With any antipodal graph rwe can
associate the quotient graph t. which has the antipodal blocks of r as vertices, and
where two blocks are adjacent whenever they contain adjacent vertices of r. If r is
antipodal with quotient graph r, then r is called an r-fold antipodal covering graph of
t , where, = I{x} U I:J(x)l, and is denoted by r . t.
We say that a group G:o::; Aut(r) acts distance-transitively on a graph rif its induced
action on each of the sets {(x, y) Ix, Y E vr, <5(x, y) = i} is transitive for 0:0::; i:o::; d. A
graph r is said to be distance-transitive if Aut(r) acts distance-transitively on it .
Evidently distance-transitivity implies distance-regularity. It is known that the auto-
morphism group of a distance-transitive graph r of valency >2 acts imprimitively on
vr iff r is bipartite or antipodal or both.
For detailed exposition of properties of distance-transitive and distance-regular
graphs , see Brouwer et al. [4].
In van Bon & Cohen [3] a program of classifying all distance-transitive graphs is
outlined (see also [4]). The first stage of this is to find all graphs the automorphism
groups of which act primitively on the vertex sets (primitive distance-transitive graphs) .
The second stage is to find for every primitive distance-transitive graph all related
imprimitive distance-transitive graphs.
In most cases the first stage provides major difficulty. Trying to determine all
distance-transitive graphs of type q. K q •q , i.e . all distance-transitive q-fold antipodal
covering graphs of the complete bipartite graph Kq •q , we have a reverse situation. It is
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known that a distance-regular graph of type q. Kq,q has intersection array {q, q -1,
q - 1, 1; 1, 1, q - 1, q}. A. Gardiner [7] has shown that such graphs are in one-to-one
correspondence with non-isomorphic triples (Jr, I"", V) , where st is a projective plane of
order q and (/00 , V) is a distinguished flag of Jr. For a given triple (Jr, 100 , V) the
associated graph T of type q . Kq,q can be obtained from the incidence graph of the
projective plane Jr by removing the flag (/00' V) with the points incident 100 and the lines
incident V.
A set of conditions necessary for T to be distance-transitive was proposed in [7].
Gardiner conjectured that there are no projective planes apart from Desarguesian ones
with these properties.
Trying to prove the .above conjecture we found necessary conditions which are
actually equivalent to Gardiner's ones and proved them to be sufficient (Theorem 1 in
Section 3 of the present paper). Thus the determination of all distance-transitive graphs
of type q . Kq,q is reduced to the determination of all semifields with some additional
properties.
Moreover, there are counterexamples to Gardiner's conjecture. It follows from the
results of Albert [2] that twisted fields possessing an antiautomorphism satisfy our
necessary and sufficient conditions. In Section 4 we give a short proof of this fact for a
special case of commutative twisted fields. Thus we have a new infinite family of
distance-transitive graphs of type q. Kq,q.
We were recently informed by R. A. Liebler that he has proved that the projective
plane , associated with a distance-transitive graph of type q. Kq,q is either a Desar-
guesian plane or a semifield plane coordinatized by a twisted field of Albert [11].
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT PROJECTIVE PLANES
To facilitate the reading of the paper we give a brief account of some known results
and notation from the theory of projective planes. For details see, for instance,
Dembowski [5] and Hall [8].
A collineation q, of a projective plane st is called central if there is a point P (the
center of ¢) and a line I (the axis of ¢) such that x" = x for each line x incident with P
and y4> = Y for each point Y incident with I. A projective plane st is called
(P, I)-transitive if the subgroup of all collineations of Jr with center P and axis I acts
transitively on the non-fixed points (i.e. different from P and non-incident with l) of any
line =t-I through P.
A projective plane Jr is called the translation plane with respect to a line I if it is
(P , I)-transitive for all points P incident with I. In this case the affine plane A = Jr\1
is called a translation plane as well.
Following Hall [8] we can introduce coordinates in any projective plane Jr. Let 0, U,
V, E be an ordered quadrangle in x , and put UV =100 , On the line OE give
coordinates (0,0) to 0, and (1, 1) to E. For other points of OE non-incident with lac
assign coordinates (b , b), taking different symbols b for different points. If P is a point
that is non-incident with lac and UP n OE = (b, b) , VP n OE = (a, a), assign to P the
pair (a, b). Suppose that the line joining (0,0) and (1, m) intersects I"" in a point M.
Assign to M the single coordinate (m). Finally , let us assign to the point V the
distinguished symbol 00.
Using the lines of the projective plane Jr we define algebraic operations on the
system of coordinates. Any line I that is non-incident with V intersects lac in (m) and
OV in (0, b). If P = (x, y) is a point of this line , we introduce a ternary operation:
y =x *mob, and define addition and multiplication as special cases of this operation:
x + b =x *1 0 b, xm =x *moO. We obtain an algebraic system R called a ternary ring,
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with one ternary and two binary operations, the properties of which depend on
properties of the collineation group of st.
With respect to addition, R is always a loop with neutral element O. The set R\{O} is
a loop with respect to multiplication, with neutral element 1. If a projective plane n is
(V, UV)-transitive then the ternary ring R satisfies the condition x *mob = xm + b
for all x, m, b E R and is called linear.
In this paper we will be concerned mostly with projective planes coordinatized by
semifields. The following results and notation are well known.
A finite semifield Q is a finite algebraic system containing at least two elements. Q
possesses two binary operations, addition and multiplication, which satisfy the
following axioms:
(AI) Q is a group with respect to addition with a neutral element O.
(A2) If ab = 0, then either a = 0 or b = O.
(A3) a(b+c)=ab+ac, (a+b)c=ac+bc.
(A4) There is an element 1 in Q such that la = al = a.
In the above a, b, c are any elements of Q.
Since Q is a vector space over its prime subfield GF(p), every finite semifield
consists of pr elements, and p is a prime.
It is known that a projective plane x is coordinatized by a semifield Q with respect
to the points V = (00), V = (0), 0 = (0,0) iff :rt is (P, loo)-transitive for all points P
incident with 100 = VV and (V, I)-transitive for all lines I incident with V.
Suppose that Q and ..1 are two semifields. Then an isotopism from Q to ..1 is a
triple (e, (:J, y) of non-singular linear transformations from Q to ..1 (both considered as
vector spaces over their prime subfields) such that x <l' *Y fJ = (xy) Y for all x, y E Q. Here
xy stands for the product in Q and x *y for the product in ..1. Two semifields
coordinatize the same plane iff they are isotopic. An isotopism of Q onto itself is
called an autotopism. The autotopisms of a semifield Q form a group isomorphic to the
stabilizer of the points 0 = (0, 0), V = (0), V = (00) in the full collineation group of the
projective plane :rt over Q. This group is called the autotopism group of :rt with respect
to the points 0, V, V.
If points 0 = (0, 0), V = (0), V = (00) of a non-Desarguesian projective plane st are
such that :rt can be coordinatized by a semifield with respect to 0, V, V and some
E = (1, 1), then the point V and the line 100 = VVare unique, but V can be chosen to be
any point on 100 other than V and 0 can be chosen to be any point not on 100 (and the
resulting coordinatizing ternary rings will be isotopic semifields). Any other choice of
0, V, V and E does not give a semifield. In both cases the various autotopism groups
of x that arise are all isomorphic (as permutation groups). Then we may talk about
'the' autotopism group rather than 'an' autotopism group. Note that every collineation
of a projective plane coordinatized by a proper semifield fixes V and 100 ,
For further results and references on semifields see [5].
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following two results:
RESULT 1 (Kallaher [9J, Liebler [10)). If G is a collineation group of a finite affine
plane A that is of rank 3 on the points of A, then A is a translation plane and G
contains the full translation group of A.
RESULT 2 (Dembowski and Ostrom [6)). A finite projective plane :rt which is
(V,loo)-transitive for some flag (V, 100 ) and coordinatized by a ternary ring R with
respect to the points 0 = (0, 0), V = (0), V = (00), where 100 = UV, admits a polarity a
with 100 = a(V), OV = a(0) iff R possesses an involutory permutation E which is an
anti-automorphism with respect to both addition and multiplication, i.e. (x + y)E =
yE+x Eand (zy)" = yEXE.
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3. SEMIFIELD PLANES AND DISTANCE-TRANSITIVE GRAPHS
Here we prove the following:
THEOREM 1.1. Distance-transitive graphs of type q.Kq,q are in one-to-one correspond-
ence with non-isotopic semifields Q of order q with the following properties:
(Tl) Q possesses an involutory anti-automorphism;
(1'2) the autotopism group of the projective plane H coordinatized by Q with respect to
the points 0, V, V is transitive on the points of lines OV, OVand UV distinct from 0 ,
V, V.
REMARK 1. It can be shown that the necessary conditions (Tl) and (1'2) of the
theorem are equivalent to that of Gardiner (Theorem B and additional conditions from
[71).
PROOF. Suppose that a distance-transitive graph r and a triple (H, 100 , V) are in the
above relation, and let G be a group acting distance-transitively on r. It is easy to show
that G has rank 3 in its action on points of H. Therefore, by Result 1, H is a translation
plane with respect to the line 100 , Since an automorphism of r interchanging two
adjacent vertices must exist, there is a polarity of H interchanging 100 and V. This
implies that H is not only (P, loo)-transitive for all points P incident with 100 , but
(V, I)-transitive for all lines I incident with Vas well , i.e. H is a self-dual projective plane
coordinatized by a semifield Q. Then the property (Tl) of Q follows from Result 2.
The property (1'2) of the autotopism group of H with respect to the points 0 = (0, 0),
V = (0), V = (00) follows immediately from the transitivity of Gx , x = OV on F;(x),
i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Suppose, conversely, that H is a projective plane coordinatized with respect to the
points 0 = (0, 0), V = (0), V = (00) by a semifield Q with the properties (Tl) and (1'2),
and that r is the graph corresponding to the triple (H, 100 , V) , where 100 = UV and G is
the full collineation group of H. Since His (P, loo)-transitivefor all points P incident with
100 and self-dual, the graph r is vertex-transitive. Let x = I, where I is a line
non-incident with V, and I intersects 100 in the point V. Using the property (1'2) of
the autotopism groups with respect to the points 0, V, V for all points 0 =1= V incident
with I, and (V, loo)-transitivity of H, it is easy to show that the stabilizer G, of x is
transitive on F;(x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. D
REMARK 2. Since the polarity a with UV = a(V), OV = a(O) exists, the transitivity
of the autotopism group of H on one of the sets 0 V\{0, V}, UV\{V, V} implies
the transitivity on the other set.
4. DISTANCE-TRANSITIVE GRAPHS q. Kq,q ASSOCIATED WITH TWISTED FIELDS
A class of semifields constructed by Albert [1] satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1:
these are twisted fields possessing an anti-automorphism. We give the construction
of twisted fields due to Albert.
Suppose that q =pr, where p is a prime, s divides rand r/s > 2. We will denote pS by
t. Let us take an element c E GF(q), which is not a (t -1)th power. Such an element
exists iff (q - 1, t - 1) > 1, this is trivially the case if p > 2 and for p = 2 we have the
additional condition (r, s) > 1. Let us introduce a binary operation * on the elements of
GF(q) :
x*y =xy'- cxly.
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Let e be a non-zero element of GF(q). Then the elements of GF(q) with the new
multiplication °defined by the equation
(x*e)o(e*y)=x*y
and the original addition form a twisted field denoted by TF(t, q, c).
RESULT 3 (Albert [2]). The autotopism group of the projective plane 1r over a
twisted field TF(t, q, c) with respect to the points 0 = (0,0), U = (0), V = (00) is
transitive on the sets OU\{0, U} and OV\{0, V}. 1r is self-dual iff the norms in
GF(q) over GF(t) given by v(c) and v(l/c) are conjugate elements of GF(t) over
GF(p).
The norm of c E GF(q) over GF(t) is defined as follows [2,12]:
v(c) = NGF(q)/GF(t)(C) =C(q-l)/(t-l).
Note that c is not a (t -l)th power if v(c) *" 1.
COROLLARY 1. Let q =t/, where p is a prime, s divides rand r/s > 2, c is an element
of GF(q) such that v(c) over GF(t) is not equal to 1 and v(c) and v(l/c) are conjugated
as elements of GF(t) over GF(p). Then there is a distance-transitive graph of type
q. Kq,q associated with the self-dual projective plane coordinatized by TF(t, q, c).
The Corollary 1 follows immediately from Result 3 and Theorem 1, and gives a new
infinite family of distance-transitive graphs of type q . Kq,q.
Albert's proof of Result 3 is rather involved. We give here a proof of Corollary 1 in a
special case of commutative twisted fields TF(t, q, -1). In this case p and r/s are odd
and the definition of multiplication can be simplified as follows: let u; be the unique
solution of the equation u *1 = x; then the new multiplication ° is defined by the
equation
xoy = ux*uy •
A twisted field with the commutative multiplication admits the trivial anti-
automorphism fixing each element; then condition (T1) of Theorem 1 is true. Let us
prove that condition (TI) is also true.
Let M be the subgroup of the full autotopism group of TF(t, q, -1) consisting of the
triples (a, {3, y) = (a, ua, f.lat+l), where a E GF(q)\{O}, fl. E GF(t)\{O}. The action of
(a, {3, y) on elements of TF(t, q, -1) is defined by the rule: x" =y, such that uy =au.,
x fJ =y, such that uy = uau; and x Y = f.lat+lX•
If <p = (a, {3, y) is an autotopism, then <p induces three permutations a, {3, yon the
sets OU\{O, U}, UV\{U, V} and OV\{O, V}; namely (x,O)4>=(xa',O), (y)4>=(yfJ)
and (0, z)4> = (0, z ").
Clearly, the actions of M on OU\{O, U} and UV\{U, V} are transitive. Let us
prove that it is so for OV\{0, V}. The kernel K of the action of M on this set is the
set of triples (a, {3, y) = (a, alu, 1), where a E GF(q)\{O}, fl. E GF(t)\{O} and at+ 1 = u.
Then ac2- 1 = 1. If a subgroup of the autotopism group of a projective plane co-
ordinatized by a semifield L1 does not act on OV\{0, V} then it is isomorphic to a
subgroup of the multiplicative group of some Galois subfield of L1 (the so-called middle
nucleus of L1; [5, p. 240]). We can apply this to K. Since r/s is odd, IKI ~ t - 1.
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